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NOTES TO CANDIDATES:

This is not an open book examination. Only the following reference material will be permitted in the venue:


All work is to be measured in accordance with the latest edition of the Standard System of Measuring Building Work

NO class notes, drawings, or take-offs will be permitted in the venue.

Calculators will be permitted except programmable calculators.

Students are to answer ALL questions. (In any order of preference)

Mark allocations are indicated adjacent to each question.

This question paper may not be retained by the candidates and must be returned with the scripts.

All drawings must be returned with the scripts.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. All queries, assumptions and notes are to be recorded in query sheets.
2. Where information is not provided or where the drawings are silent, you are to make reasonable assumptions.
3. Dimensions check and squaring of dimensions are required.
4. No drawing register is required.
5. A measuring list is required
6. All dimensions must be referenced
7. SEVEN (7) drawings (all size A4) are attached to this question paper

June 2012  ENPD3DA
QUESTION 1

REINFORCED CONCRETE

Measure ALL the reinforced concrete (slabs, beams and columns) above Level +0.200 from the following drawings:

1. PLAN – GROUND FLOOR
2. PLAN – FIRST FLOOR
3. PLAN – ROOF LEVEL
4. SECTION A – A
5. DETAILS R02, F02, M02
6. DETAILS R01, F01, M01
7. DETAILS R03, F03, F04

Do not measure the staircase and lift shaft. No deduction must be made for these elements. I.e. measure over these elements without making any deductions.

Marking criteria: Measuring List (15) Taking off (160)

Overall presentation: order, referencing, neatness, etc (25) Total 200 Marks

NOTES

Concrete Strengths
Slabs and beams 25Mpa/19mm stone
Columns 30Mpa/19mm stone

Structural concrete sizes
Slabs and beams as shown on drawings
Size of coffers 700 x 700mm at bottom and 600 x 600mm at top x 425mm deep
And 20 No. per bay (i.e. 5 No. x 4 No.)
Coffer slab 500mm thick overall (425mm deep coffer + 75mm topping)
Reference 245 mesh reinforcement in topping
Columns 230 x 460mm – centralized on grid lines

Formwork
Smooth formwork Class F2

Reinforcement
Allow the provisional tonnage of 30 tonnes of reinforcement for all structural reinforced concrete n the proportions of 25% for mild steel and 75% for high tensile bars

Staircase Size as shown on plan x 1000mm wide

Lift size 2030 x 2000mm internally

General There are no beams along grid lines 2, 3, and 4
RC beams along grid lines 1 and 5 are: as detail F01 from B to E at Lvl +7.105
RC perimeter beams at Lvl +10.505 are 230 x 840mm as shown on detail R01
PLAN - ROOF LEVEL

DRAWING NO. 3
230 x 500mm upstand beam

+11.005

170mm rc slab

+10.505

230 x 170mm downstand beam

DETAIL R02

D

+7.105

170mm rc slab

230 x 255mm downstand beam

DETAIL F02

D

+3.455

255mm rc slab

DETAIL M02

DETAILS R02 F02 & M02

DRAWING NO. 5
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DETAIL R01

DETAIL F01

DETAIL M01

DETAILS R01 F01 & M01

DRAWING NO. 6
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DETAIL F04

DETAILS R03 F03 & F04

DRAWING NO. 7
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